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Structural Steel Beam Detailing, Steel Column Details Services

Effective Structural steel beam detailing & Steel column details services at affordable rates! Get instant
quote and view samples.

Aug. 20, 2009 - PRLog -- Offering effective Structural steel beam detailing & steel column details services
at affordable rates! 

We at OSD specializes in providing effective steel framing detailing solutions for residential, commercial
and industrial steel structures. Our skilled team of steel detailers delivers dimensionally accurate shop
drawings and detailing drawings in compliance with the standards set by the fabricator.

Salient Beam detailing features such as:
-> Beam-to-beam connection matching saves time & reduces errors
-> Multiple internal connections possible at one point
-> Easily add connections after beam is detailed   
-> Skewed end connections with End plate, Bent plate, Bent clips
-> Beam and all sub parts automatically shop billed for you

Column detailing features such as:
# Detail from connections saved by beam program or manually
# Detail top view of column with skewed wing plates
# Easily add connections after column is detailed
# Automatically draw edge and plan views of base and cap plate
# Column and all sub parts automatically shop billed for you

For accurate detailing we accept input in the form of scanned images, hand drawn sketches, AutoCAD files
and convert them into editable digital formats like .dwg, .dwf, .tiff, .dxf, etc using CAD tools like Tekla,
AutoCAD, Xsteel, Revit, SDS, etc.

We offer comprehensive detailing solutions for medium to large projects such as steel buildings,
residential/commercial buildings, steel shelters/sheds/roofs and miscellaneous steel structures. 

Save upto 60% of your project costs by outsourcing steel beam detailing & connection detailing
requirements now!

info@outsourcingsteeldetailing.com – email us to get instant quote.

Visit us at http://www.outsourcingsteeldetailing.com/detailing_servic... for more information.

# # #

OSD specializes in providing precision steel drafting and structural steel detailing services to its offshore
clients across the globe. We offer reliable solutions and shop drawings for various steel structures within
demanding budget and timeline.
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